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Next, omi was going to find a place to retreat and cultivate, and then wait ten thousand years before
drinking the Hong Meng liquid, he had the Hong Meng liquid anyway, becoming an immortal was just a
matter of time.
Ten thousand years later.
“Phew, Lotus Pellet Body Refining Method, I’ve finally practiced the first layer, it’s not easy.”
“Unfortunately, practicing the first layer isn’t enough for me to train a body, I still have to keep
working on it.”
“It’s been ten thousand years, I should be able to drink the second bowl of Hong Meng Liquid.”
omi instantly took out a bowl of Hong Meng’s Liquid.
However. omi was in no hurry to drink it.
“In case it doesn’t work, wouldn’t that be another waste of a bowl?I’ve got tens of thousands of bowls
left, but I can’t waste them.”
“Whatever, how will we know if we don’t try.”
omi drank another bowl down.
At this time, omi felt his body was beginning to heat up. Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net
“Haha, it’s working.”
omi was overjoyed.
After that, omi closed the door for a few days.
After leaving the closed door, omi’s realm was upgraded from the mid Golden Immortal stage to the
late Golden Immortal stage.
“Only upgraded to the late Golden Immortal stage.”omi looked a little disappointed.
However, fat wasn’t something you could eat in one bite, omi still had to survive.
“I’ll drink it again in ten thousand years, but now I can only level up in ten thousand years.”
omi didn’t continue to close the door and went out for a walk.
omi came to a bustling marketplace, and suddenly, omi saw an acquaintance in front of him.

“Hey, it looks a bit familiar, it seems to be Miss Falan.”omi was shocked and walked up in a panic.
It really was Miss Falan.
omi was about to call out to her, but it suddenly occurred to him that omi’s appearance was different
at the moment.
Helplessly, omi immediately disguised himself as the ugly appearance he had before.
Now, Falan definitely recognized him.
“Boss, I’ll take ten thousand pounds of this one and a thousand pounds of this one, please.”Miss Falan
said to a shopkeeper who seemed to be purchasing supplies.
omi went up to the owner and deliberately said, “Boss, how do you sell this?”
“Hello, guest, this one hundred gold coins a pound.”
At that moment, Miss Falan turned her head and said in shock, “Wind Lightning, it’s you.”
“Hey, Miss Falan, it’s you.”
“Wind Lightning, why are you here?Great, you’re not dead.”Fayashio.
“Haha, Miss Fayashi, how could I die so easily.”
“Windy, it’s great that you’re not dead.”Falan.
“Uh, hey, it’s good to see that you’re not dead either.”
“Wind Lightning.”Miss Farashi cried and threw herself into omi’s arms.
“This.”omi was surprised, he didn’t expect that he wasn’t dead, it would have such a big impact on Fa
Lan.It seemed a bit unusual, couldn’t it be, that Miss Falan really liked omi, right?
“Miss Farashi, are you okay.”
“I’m fine, great, great.”Falan hugged omi and said several words of greatness in a row.
At that moment, the shop owner came over and said, “Miss, the goods you wanted are collected.”
Only then did Falan released omi, paid the owner, collected the supplies, and said to omi, “Where are
you living right now, Wind Lightning?”
“I, ah, I’m all over the place, these days.”omi said with a wave of his hand.
“That,
You want to come with me.”Falan asked.
“Where to?Your Fa Dynasty isn’t already.”

“Yes, the Fa Dynasty no longer exists, now, we only have the Great Supreme Fa Wu Tian, and some of
our clansmen still alive.Let’s go, let’s go somewhere else to talk.”
omi and Fa Lan came to the forest on the outskirts of the city.
“We are now living in a cave near here, the remaining people of our Fa Dynasty, there are only a
hundred thousand people, I came out this time to purchase supplies.”
“Oh, so.”omi sighed, what was once a powerful force had now become such a sight.
omi asked, “Is your Fa Wutian heavily injured?”
“That’s not true, how could our Great Supreme Lawlessness be so easily injured when it’s so strong.”
“Er, no?How can the French dynasty end without injury?”omi didn’t understand the situation, in fact
omi was also a bit confused, he had heard before that Fa Wu Tian’s strength, which was no less than
that of the Ten Thousand Violet Sage, was not so strong that it could be killed by Leng Tian Ling and
Gao Xiaolian and others just by joining hands.
“Alas, you don’t understand, in that war, the Heavenly Soldiers were outnumbered and their individual
strength was stronger than ours, and although you helped collect many Immortal Generals, it didn’t
change the outcome.After several days and nights of fighting, our French Dynasty army was almost
dead.Furthermore, the Immortal Court sent twenty high ranking War God level powerhouses, and only
seven of us in the Fa Dynasty were able to contend with them.In the end, there stayed all of them dead,
and my grandfather was one of the dead ones.After that, more than a dozen high ranking War Gods,
joined hands to kill Fa Wu Tian.Fa Wu Tian decided to stay, so he decisively withdrew.”
“Understood, although Fa Wu Tian is strong, no less than the Ten Thousand Violet Great Sage, if he is
surrounded and killed by a dozen or so war gods of almost the same level, even the Ten Thousand
Violet Great Sage would still lose.”
“En, so Fa Wu Tian decisively decided to withdraw and preserve his strength.”
“What Fa Wu Tian did was correct, in this situation, withdrawing to conserve strength is the wisest
thing to do, so that we can still make a comeback.”
“Yes, now we’re planning to make a comeback one day.But.”
“But what?”
“However, the Immortal Emperor could easily sense Fa Wu Tian’s presence, so Fa Wu Tian has nowhere
to run.”
“The Fa Wu Tian is not living in the cave with you now?”
“How is that possible, but we live in a nearby cave, he arranged it, he let the survivors of the Fa
Dynasty live here, then, vigorously develop the population, in another hundreds of millions of years,
we, the hundred thousand survivors, can develop the population to tens of millions or even hundreds
of millions to go, at that time, then figure out the opportunity to make a comeback.”
“Then where is Fa Wu Tian now?”
“In a nearby major power, the Qingren Family is a guest.In that case, the Immortal Emperor wouldn’t
dare to come and kill even if he senses that he’s in the Qingren Family, unless the Immortal Emperor
plans to start a war with the Qingren Family.”

“Understood.”
Miss Falan asked, “Wind Lightning, I didn’t expect that you didn’t die either, so what are your plans
now?”
“Oh.”Falan thought Don omi was just that Ranger Windy.
“There’s really no plans for now.”
“Then would you like to continue to our Legacy Department of the Fa Dynasty?”
“Well, I’ll think about it.”
“If you don’t want to, it’s fine, after all, the Fa Dynasty isn’t the same as it was back then, it’s just a
legacy of over 100,000 people.”
“Haha, Miss Fa Lan, do you want me to go then?”Don Zimmer asked.
“I, I, I sure hope so.”Farashi said lowering his head.
“Why?”
“After all, we’re all in big trouble, aren’t we.”
“Oh.”
“And, as I said before, consider you.”Falan said shyly, lowering his head.
“Khan.”

